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1. HRIS implementation - challenges and solutions : an overview
2. HRIS Initiatives - Case Study of an Indian company
3. Pre-, concurrent and post- activities with HRIS implementation - Case Study
4. Sensitivity Training as a behavioral tool for Management Development - review
5. Indian Labor Market - Industrial and Intellectual Capital based : Case Study
6. Work-Life Balance - need and imperative as an HR initiative
7. Classification of Psychological testing - a broad overview
8. Prevention of Industrial Accidents: measures and challenges - Case Study
9. Job Satisfaction - major contributors : Case Study
10. Psychological aspects of Labor Relations - Case Study
11. Training Need Analysis - process steps : an overview
12. Feedback of a training programme vs. Evaluation of a training programme - a study
13. Wage Differentials - occupational vs. skills - an overview
14. Strategic Rewards Systems - an overview
15. Communication Systems as a leverage to efficiency - an overview
16. Behavioral Aspects of Administration - some realities and solutions
17. Utilities Management - challenges in a continuous production unit - Case Study
18. Industrial Relations issues - a snapshot
19. The Bombay Shops and Establishment Act, 1948 - a review
20. Factors for effectiveness in Grievance Handling
21. Mapping the dimensions of Performance - a Case Study
22. Future trends in Performance Systems : a brief study
23. Women at workplace : geographically mobile, qualified and liberated - a global phenomenon
24. Legal issues in Recruitment - Indian and global scenario - a comparison